1. Write the antonyms of the underlined words in each sentence.
   • The dinosaur is **big** but the mice are __________.
   • You have to go **up** the ladders but ________ the snakes.
   • My Dad made me walk **up** Snowdon, and then _______ the other side, without lunch!
   • Although the twins are **clever**, they can sometimes do very __________ things!

2. Put the following words into the correct box.

   **/ able**
   sensible agreeable impossible honourable breakable terrible

   **/ ible**

2. How many tens are in the number 47? _____________________
   How many ones are in the number 69?______________________
   How many hundreds are in the number 379? _________________

3. Write < or > correctly on the lines below.
   • 125 + 84 ______________ 298 – 121
   • 4 x 12 _________________ 2 x 15
   • \[ \frac{1}{2} \] _________________ \[ \frac{1}{3} \]